In line monitoring of the preparation of water-in-oil-in-water (W/O/W) type multiple emulsions via dielectric spectroscopy.
Multiple emulsions offer various applications in a wide range of fields such as pharmaceutical, cosmetics and food technology. Two features are known to yield a great influence on multiple emulsion quality and utility as encapsulation efficiency and prolonged stability. To achieve a prolonged stability, the production of the emulsions has to be observed and controlled, preferably in line. In line measurements provide available parameters in a short time frame without the need for the sample to be removed from the process stream, thereby enabling continuous process control. In this study, information about the physical state of multiple emulsions obtained from dielectric spectroscopy (DS) is evaluated for this purpose. Results from dielectric measurements performed in line during the production cycle are compared to theoretically expected results and to well established off line measurements. Thus, a first step to include the production of multiple emulsions into the process analytical technology (PAT) guidelines of the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is achieved. DS proved to be beneficial in determining the crucial stopping criterion, which is essential in the production of multiple emulsions. The stopping of the process at a less-than-ideal point can severely lower the encapsulation efficiency and the stability, thereby lowering the quality of the emulsion. DS is also expected to provide further information about the multiple emulsion like encapsulation efficiency.